
Partnering & Career Opportunities for  

Tech Sales Professionals 

 
If interested, please send your application, together with your resume, LinkedIn URL to hr-sales@gaorfid.com. 

(1) Part Time Partnering/Career Opportunities 

If you own a one- or several-persons business or have a part time job and are an experienced tech sales person, you are welcome to partner 

with us to work as a part-time tech sales person to sell our products, solutions and services together with the ones from your existing position. 

You will  

Work as a part time sales staff of GAO RFID or GAO Tek, while maintaining your current other position. 

Promote the products and services of GAO RFID or GAO Tek. You can promote your current other position too if you wish. 

Sell RFID & IoT readers, tags, systems and services of GAO RFID or sell hardware products and services of GAO Tek. 

Receive sales inquiries for products of GAO RFID or GAO Tek. 

Give presentations, participate as a panelist or chair panel discussions at GAO’s highly influential and fast growing GVS (Global Virtual 

Summits).  

Write and publish blogs, youtube videos, v blogs, social media, newsletters and other contents by taking advantage of GAO’s vast promotional 

networks. 

Give interviews to reporters, journalists, editors, publishers, bloggers and influencers to make use of the large number of the media 

participants in the GVS. 

Receive support from various teams of GAO for preparations of presentation materials, social media postings, documents, graphics, videos 

Will be assigned a team of assistants if you interested in. 

Will be compensated by (1) your sales commissions, and (2) the sales with your UDCC (Unique Discount Coupon Code). 

(2) Part & Full Time Job Opportunities 

If you are a tech sales looking for career opportunities, you can apply for technical sales, account managers, applications sales engineers, 

regional sales managers, or VP sales for GAO RFID Inc. or GAO Tek Inc. You will 

Sell RFID & IoT readers, tags, systems and services of GAO RFID Inc., or sell hardware products and services of GAO Tek Inc. 

Receive sales inquiries for products of GAO RFID or GAO Tek. 

Give presentations, participate as a panelist or chair panel discussions at GAO’s highly influential and fast growing GVS (Global Virtual 

Summits).  

Receive attendee lists of GVS. 

Write and publish blogs, youtube videos, v blogs, social media, newsletters and other contents by taking advantage of GAO’s vast promotional 

networks. 

Give interviews to reporters, journalists, editors, publishers, bloggers and influencers to make use of the large number of the media 

participants in the GVS. 

Receive support from various teams of GAO for preparations of presentation materials, social media postings, documents, graphics, videos 

Will be assigned a team of assistants if you are interested in. 
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